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ABSTRACT

A. Elena Bogardus and Eileen Star DuBois, The Effects of Intensive Block Scheduling on
High School Mathematics, 1996, J. Sooy, Mathematics
Education

The purpose of this study was to compare intensive block scheduling to the traditional

scheduling used in the high school setting especially focusing on the areas of mathematics

achievement and the patterns of higher level mathematics course selection.

Surveys were sent to 67 high schools throughout the United States and Canada which

are currently using intensive block scheduling. Mathematics supervisors were asked

questions regarding: school population2 percentage of college bound students, higher level

mathematics courses offered, and the sequence of mathematics courses taught leading to

Advanced Placement Calculus. The remaining part of the survey requested specific data

comparing standardized test results and enrollments in higher level mathematics classes

before and after the inception of block scheduling.

It was deternined that there are significant relationships between the adoption of block

scheduling and increased student enrollment in higher level mathematics courses The

findings also indicated that there was no significant increase in achievement on the SAT or

the AP Calculus test scores, but the ACT test scores increased significantly after block

scheduling was introduced.



MINI ABSTRACT

A. Elena Bogardus and Eileen Star Duuois, The Effects of Intensive Block Scheduling on
High School Mathematics, 1996, J. Sooy, Mathematics
Education

The purpose of this study was to compare intensive block scheduling in the area of

mathematics. The results indicated that there is no significant difference with respect to

mathematics achievement. However, there are significant relationships between the

adoption of block scheduling and increased student enrollment in higher level mathematics

courses.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction to the Study

Backglound:

Presently, there is interest in block scheduling by many high schools throughout

the country, but relatively little research has been done on the subject. There is a need for

additional information, specifically in the area of mathematics At the present time many

high schools struggle with discipline problems, poor attendance, high failure and drop-out

rates, and apathy amongst their students. In theory, block scheduling provides a solution

for these dilemmas.

"When a proposal comes along which increases students Mtime on task',
reduces class size, sharply reduces the daily numbers of students with whom each
teacher must interact, simultaneously reduces the number of classes with which a
student deals each day and establishes a class structure which supports what
research seems to be telling us about better instruction, one is most impressed.
Since this proposal can be implemented without increasing per pupil expenditures,
often a stumbling block to reform, one must take this proposal seriously" (Carroll,
1994, p. iii).

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study is to compare intensive block scheduling to the

traditional scheduling used in the high school setting. Specifically, the researchers were

interested in determining (1) if there is a significant difference in the levels of mathematics

achievement and (2) if there is a significant difference in the patterns of higher level

mathematics course selection when intensive block scheduling is. used.



JiistificriOn ofthe Prodblem

Many local high schools in the southern New Jersey area are considering changng

to block scheduling in the next few years, which makes this a timely subject to study

Education is moving away from the traditional styles of teaching Therefore, the student is

now becoming an active participant in the learning process. More classroom time is

required for the student to develop and discover an understanding of concepts that were

once reacher initiated. A variety of activities pertaining to a topic often requires more

time to complete than traditional scheduling allows. Therefore, there is a need to extend

the length of the class period. Block scheduling is a viable alternative.

.imitarion.of the Study

Due to the fact that block scheduling is a relatively new phenomenon, there is a

lack of published information and material. Therefore, the majority of our information

relied on dissertation abstracts and articles published in journals as well as internet

information. The published articles are restricting because they discuss block scheduling

in general and do not address mathematics specifically. The availability of the data was

determined by the response received from the survey and the varied data that was

collected by the participating schools. The variance of different types of student

populations and high schools has also provided some limitations

In addition to the previous limitations, the researchers incurred some restrictions.

These were limited to the number of contacts and their response to the surveys. This

study dealt exclusively with high schools, thereby eliminating available data involving

middle schools. Also, each individual high school has its own varied measure of success,

which made it difficult to compare the supplied data There is also a lack of long term

effects and usage. This study was further restricted by the fact that it dealt entirely with

Intensive Block Scheduling. Therefore, the researchers had to omrit any data received that
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referred to modified or alternate block scheduling. The focus of this study was not on

observarion but strictly based on response to our survey

Our population consists of the names of specific high schools throughout the

country that the researchers have gathered from articles, internet, and personal contacts

Those who responded to our survey often supplied us with additional information and

contacts.

DefiinitiOn of Terms

Block Schedulingz Students are scheduled into classes with larger blocks of time

than traditional for part or all of the school day. Each class of students may have

only one teacher or may be taught by a team of teachers. The main types of block

scheduling are intensive/semester block, alternate block, and modified block

A) Intensive Block Schediiini/Seme.ter Block: schedules consist of four

meetv minute periods each day. The classes meet daily for a semester,

and a year's credit is awarded at the end of the semester intensive

Block Schedules allow the student to earn the equivalent of one year's

credit in one semester.

B) Modified Block Scheinling schedules are built using a combination of

other types of block scheduling and/or traditional scheduling in a fixed

or flexible pattern throughout the school year

C) Alternate RBlck Schednling schedules consist of four approximately

ninety minute blocks on each of two days. The two days alternate

continuously throughout the school year providing for an equal number

of class periods for each course.
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Traditional Seiin where the school day is divided into seven or eight

class periods of equal length, (approximately 43 minutes) that meet every day

Each class is generally one period in length, although occasionally there is a

two period lab block (Carroll, p. x).

HigherL evel Mathemimi: for the purpose of this study, any mathematics

course that is typically scheduled after Algebra II and geometry.

Procrdures

In order to obtain the results necessary to complete the study, the researchers first

gathered information and contacts. Then the researchers designed, assembled, tested, and

validated the survey A general postcard survey was sent to all sources gathered, in order

to distinguish the schools using intensive block scheduling from those using alternate or

modified block scheduling. Once the postcard was returned, a more extensive survey was

sent to high schools throughout the country identified as having implemented intensive

block scheduling. As results were returned, the researchers tabulated and computed the

data. Sometimes it became necessary to make a follow-up phone interview, if questions

about the data transpired. Finally, conclusions were made from the data and the findings

were reported.

***Please Note: This study deals solely with Intensive block scheduling, and will not be

addressing modified or alternate block scheduling. From this point on, whenever the

researches refer to Block Scheduling it will imply Intensive Block Scheduling exclusively
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CHAPTER 2

Review of Related Literature

Introdution

The researchers were able to locate related information from a variety of sources.
Dissertation abstracts, journal articles, iternet data, summative evaluations from
individual high schools, and resource books were utilized. The sources are categorized as
literature since relatively limited research has been published on such a timely subject.
This related literature is divided into two sections a general overview of information on
block scheduling, and data obtained from specific high schools.

eneral Overvie

In "New, Improved Timetables", Gore states "In the 70's and SO's many schools
changed from the traditional fitl-year timetable to a semester system". The semester
system was going to allow for longer more concentrated classes, greater variety of
teaching techniques, more course selection, and the pupil achievement and study habits
would be greater (p. 1). Just like with the "new" block scheduling the teachers were
concerned with the incomplete studies, especially in the area ofmathematics. One major
flaw was that the studies lacked comparisons with schools using the traditional method
(p. I). Therefore an intense study was undertaken in 1986 by three individuals from the
Ontario Institute for studies in Education. Four major points were made concerning the
study.



I "educational advantage in terms of student achievement and attitudes does not

appear'

2. "math achievement was, however, clearly greater in year-long classes"

3. "all year courses consistently outperformed both 1st and 2nd semester students

in cognitive domains tested"

4. "second semester students outperformed the 1st semester students, which casts

doubt ... that knowledge retention is of little concem under a semester system"

(P. 1)

The semester system was abandoned by many schools but now is being

"reincarnated" in many places as block scheduling or even the quarter system (which

consists of completing 2 classes a day for 10 weeks). Once again, however, very fittle

research is available. in conclusion, Gore states that "schools that are on full-year

timetables should stay the way they are and let the proponents of 'new improved

timetables' prove beyond a doubt that they are as good as they say they are" (p. 1).

It an effort to increase graduation rates many Virginia high schools switched to

the 4 x 4 schedule concurs Edward's in the article Vitgnia's 44 Hig Schools igh

SchoL College and More The 4 x 4 schedule, also known as alternate block scheduling,

allows students to only have four classes a day, each class meets every other day.

Advanced placement students in Orange County seemed to be the major beneficiaries of

the move to the 4 x 4 schedule. The AP Exam reports scores from 1 to 5, with 5 being

the highest. The article maintains that "student scores on the 1994 AP exams, like grades

school wide, skewed to the upper end of the grading scale. The number of 4's and 5's

increased from 44 to 58 percent. Those scoring 3's, 4's, and 5's increased from a previous

high of 73 to 85 percent" (p. 29)

Even with all the positive growth, there is a concern about the lagging
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standardized test scores. The first year using 4 x 4 schedules provided no change on the

state assessment program given to I 1th graders (p. 29), With the increased number of

core courses taken, and no study halls, this is expected to improve in the near future.

"With the elimination of study halls and the move to the 4 x 4, student
school wide completed 26 percent more classes than in the previous year. By
allowing students to enroll in a two-course sequence in math, science, and
language each school year, the number of classes completed in these areas
increased by 47 percent, 19 percent, and 33 percent, respectively" (p. 29)

In "The effects of parallel block scheduling versus surface scheduling on reading

and mathematics achievement and on attitudes toward school and learning" ,a dissertation

abstract, Wilson states "statistically significant differences were found in mathematics

achievement in favor of the parallel block scheduled school". Improved student attitudes

towards school and learning was also evident.

Catherine Cox, from University of Houston, wrote a dissertation entitled "Study of

the effects of a block scheduling program with high school students who are 'at-risk"'.

Measures of achievement indicated an improvement in students' grades from failing to

passing. There were no significant gains, however, observed for attendance, achievement

motivation, or in the lack of disruptive behavior. "Differences in outcomes were also

observed for gender, ethnic and socio-economic status, and family status." The author

concludes that students who are at-risk can benefit from the extended class time.

'UnlockIng the Lockstep High School Schedule", by Canady & Rettig, advocates a

75 75 - 30 day schedule of intensive block scheduling, although it alludes to other

alternatives. This means that for 75 days in the fall and winter, students would have

scheduled classes in 3 - 112 minute block classes (2 of which are academic subjects, and 1

is an elective subject); 1 - 48 minute period which remains constant for 180 days, and 24

minutes for lunch
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The article implies that block scheduling is especially advantageous for 9th grade

students in adjusting to the high school setting It also allows for acceleration, by taking

more courses in a particular area, and/o remediation, by being able to repeat a failed

course sooner Intensive block scheduling also reduces discipline problems, ncreases

instructional time, and facilitates a larger variety of instructional approaches. Preparation

time for both students and teachers is less.

"The Copernican Plan Evaluated: The Evolution of a Revolution", an articles

written by Carroll, evolved from success of a summer school prograrm where the students

studied math and english for 4 hours a day, 5 days a week. This plan changes the way

schools use time Classes are taught in much longer periods (90 minutes, 2 hours, or 4

hours a day) for 30, 45, 60 or 90 days. The students have significantly fewer classes, and

their teachers deal with significantly fewer students. It also involves a new credit system

to replace the Carnegie credit unit

In order to evaluate the Copernican Plan, these researches studied 8 very different

high schools, that use 7 different Copernican schedules, and compared student

performance data over a two year period. The findings indicated that there was no

significant difference between the 2 groups. Also, both groups had comparable levels of

retention, even when tested over large gaps of time (as much as 15 months after a course

ended). Students enrolled in the Copemican Plan scored significEtly higher in higher

order thinking and problem solving skills. It also appeas that student conduct improved,

as well as attendance and that drop-out rates decreased It improves relationships

between students and teachers.

The article is very pro-change, and implies that the Copernican Plan may be a

solution to our nations problems in high schools.

Edward's article, "The Four-Period Day. Restructuring To Improve Student

Performance", describes the many advantages of block scheduling. "Almost every high
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school in the United States uses a six or seven period schedule As a result, students must

cope daily with six or seven different teachers, sets of class rules and homework

assignments. In addition, they are responsible for coordinating and managing their

academic, cocurricular, social, and family obligations High school teachers provide

instruction for up to 150 students each day- Their teaching schedule may require

preparations of lessons for as many as five different courses" (p. 78).

flata fom Specific H~igh Schools

"The Intensive Scheduling model at a suburban public high school; Student and

teacher behavior changes", a dissertation abstract written by Kevin Hart, refers to the

Hatboro-Horsham Righ School for the 1991-92 and 1992-93 school years. Data indicates

that there was significant improvement in the number of students making the honor roll

and there were less grades of "D" add "F" earned. Teachers used more varied teacing

techniques, and much less lecture format. Improved teaching and learning was indicated.

At Cody High School in Wyoming, most teachers and students favored the new

type of scheduling. "Block Immersion Schedule", a pamphlet developed at the school,

describes a schedule with many changes. The method of teaching also inluenced fewer

drop-outs (75 percent less), failures and absences.

The staffagrees on the following points favoring block scheduling: a more relaxed

atmosphere, time for better quality learning activities, greater variety of teaching methods,

and increased "in class" participationr The district offered a variety ofinservice training

activities prior to its 93 - 94 inception of block scheduling.

Students, who are behind in math may, double up in the 9th grade in order to catch

up (ex. pre-algebra and algebra I taken in the same year). Academically capable students

could double up in math starting their junior year, since math teachers feel that there is a

level of maturing needed to perform in upper level math courses.
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"The Hybid Schedule: Scheduling to the Curriculum" depicts the scheduling

experimentation at Eleanor Roosevelt High School in Greenbelt, Maryland. When they

first introduced block scheduling, they worked with a voluntary control group of

academically talented students It was extremely successful. The next year, they were

ready to go beyond a small group of gifted students to a large number of students with

varying abilities. There were some teachers who opposed this; especially foreign

language, math, production/performance, and AP teachers. They then went with a hybrid

schedule. Some students had double mod classes and others didn't. Especially in math

classes, students now have the opportunity to start working on problems in class that they

ordinarily would do only at home. The opportunity to put a concept into practice while

the teacher is available for consultation has increased their understanding. In this school,

they see many benits of block scheduling:

1 It has retained the integrity of classes

2. It has created more time for students and teachers.

3. It has caused them to evaluate carefully the many requirements placed on

children outside but affecting the classroom.

4 The building runs more smoothty with reduced hall traffic.

5. It has fostered a team spirit that pervades the entire counmnity.

Seneca Township High School's "8 Block Inservice" packet believes in the 8 Block

because: "hmagine how inefficient and ineffective workers would be ifjobs were

organized the way most high schools are organized, said Rex Brownm director of

communication for the Education Commission of the States: 'People would have eight or

nine different bosses. Every 44 minutes a bell would ring, and theyd go to a dfferent boss

with different standards; they'd have to stop what they were doing and do something else.
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People couldn't work together because that would be called cheating And instead of

dealing with problems as they arise in the real world, they'd have to deal with them one

subject at a time."'

Seneca Township High School has been using Alternate Block Scheduling for

seven years. After completing two years of 8-block scheduling the school compared

results to the year before implementing the S-block system. "We are very satisfied

with the results in all areas of concern we had prior to moving to the 8-Block system.

Vocation enrollment has increased class failures have dropped, attendance rates have

increased, ACT scores have increased and discipline problems have reduced

dramatically."

At the Roy I. Wasson High School in Colorado Spring, Colorado, the staff

students and parents are very pleased with the effects of Block Scheduling.

Believing that 'excellence is not a place but a direction,' the Wasson staff in
I989 developed the Wasson Block Schedule to expand active student learning, to
mamize the use of a great variety of teaching techniques and courses, and to
foster the spirit of challenge and discovery that leads to personal success. This
schedule consists of four 90-minute blocks of instructional time each day. Since
class periods are twice as long as those in a traditional schedule, students complete
a two-semester course in one semester. At any time students are working with
only four courses and four teachers, at any one time teachers instruct only half of
their yearly number of students. This reduction of student and teacher
fragmentation has resulted in more individualized and in-depth instruction, an
increase in Advance Placement scores; more interdisciplinary courses, an increase
in the number of community-school connections, more elective choices for
students, and an increase in the number of credits earned by students.

"Intensive Scheduling - A Guide to Intensive Scheduling in the Burlington

Township High School" is a brochure which briefly describes the implementation and

reorganization of learning tune known as Intensive Scheduling. This New Jersey high

school has concluded the following:
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1. There is no conclusive evidence that intensive scheduling either helps or

hinders retention.

2. Districts that have implemented intensive scheduling have consistently reported

improvement in attendance, reduction of discipline referrals, and increases on

their honor roll.

3. Currently there are 5-10 non-productive minutes between starting and

ending a period. Over two periods that time doubles Under intensive

schedulinlo the actual instructional time is greater.

4. There is some concern over sequential courses and the gap between them This

will be looked at as a scheduling objective. Some courses could be linked and

offered in a specific sequence.

The Daily Newspaper's article, "Intensive Scheduling at Hatboro-Horsham puts

more Kids On the Honor Roll", written by Duffy, sumnarizes the unique scheduling

system used at Hatboro-Horsharm Hatboro-Horsahm High School is considered one of

the pioneers of the intensive block scheduling technique. "The results seem almost

unbelievable" - The honor roll is up and the failures are down David Hottenstein the

pincipal of Hatboro-Horsham, is very pleased with the new program and is considering

the possibility of implementing the schedule in the middle school as welL

"In the typical American high school, students are faced with seven or eight class

periods a day covering at least six subjects, while dealing with the same number of

teachers." Hottestein says that the intensive block scheduling allows the students to

"focus an less" and "do it better".
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Summarl
In this chapter the researchers have presented a variety of views pertaining to

block scheduling. This innovative approach to education appears to be growng in

popularity in high schools throughout the United States. The intensive scheduling plan

offers numerous benefits to both teachers and students.

Major benefits for teachers include a reduction in the number of class preparations

as well as reduction in the number of students and class records for which a teacher must

be responsible (Canady, 1995, p.113).

"Major benefits for students include the provision of oppartunities for students to

(1) repeat "failed" courses and still graduate on time, which may encourage some students

to stay in school longer, (2) be accelerated in a subject when appropriate; and (3) focus on

fewer classes ar any one time" (p. 113).

Despite the many advantages of block scheduling some people feel that several

topics are still left unaddressed. Retention of leaning, lack of research, attendance

policies, and professional development are a few issues that need to be more thoroughly

explored.

The bottom line remains that the success or failure of any new educational

movement including black scheduling, will be determned largely by the ability of teachers

and administrators to work together to improve instruction. "Regardless of a schools

time schedule, what happens between individual teachers and students in the classrooms is

still most important" (p. 240).
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CHAPTER 3

Procedures

Introdution

A detailed itinerary of the researchers course of action is delineated in this chapter

The tool of the investigaton, a school survey, is explained with regard to its construction.

High schools using block scheduling throughout the continental United States and Canada

were designated samples of the population. Mathematics achievement and patterns of

higher level mathematics course selection were the main ideas examined in the study

PRelima:ry i ten s in GaTherng Data

After meeting with Dr Caldwell, who informed the researchers of the controversy

surrounding the 4ifusion of block scheduling in high schools throughout the country, the

researchers accepted the challenge of investigating this topic. Since Dr. Caldwell has a

personal interest in this subject, she photocopied a few articles for the researchers to read.

In order to get a more thorough understanding, the researchers spent a day at the Savitz

Library at Rowan College of New Jersey While there; journal articles, dissertation

abstracts, newspaper articles, and magazine publications were located and photocopied.

Upon reading all the collected information, it became obvious that the broad topic

of block scheduling needed to be restricted. Emphasis was then placed on mathematics

achievement and patterns of higher level mathematics course selection It became firther

necessary to limit the type of block scheduling studied solely to intensive block scheduling,

thereby eliminating all high schools using modified or alternate scheduling.



Identification of high schools using thxs innovative scheduling became the next

task. Compilations of names of schools were discovered through reading, researching,

and personal networking. Unfortunately many lists were incomplete This forced the

researchers to telephone numerous schools throughout the United States and Canada in

order to obtain accurate addresses and appropriate contacts as well as to verify their

continued use of block scheduling. Upon completion, a data base of nearly 200 high

schools was created This enabled the researchers to print two sets of labels, one on the

mailing envelope to the high school and the other to identify the school for recording

purposes. See Appendix A.

Cnnatnrutioti of nstnments

After consulting with Dr. Caldwell, the researchers formulated a series of possible

questions to be included in the survey. After sketching a rough draft, the researchers

presented the blueprint for its first ury trial to half of Dr. Sooy's mathematics seminar

class. The jurors critically reviewed the survey, line by line. Many helpful suggestions

were given. The main recommendation was to send two different suneys: the first being

merely a postcard to determine what type of block scheduling, if any, the school employs,

and the second, a more detailed survey, to be sent to schools who returned the postcard

indicating that they use intensive block scheduling.

Since the postcard concept sounded feasible, the researchers immediately began

designing it and the accompanying cover letter. See appendices B and C. This initial

questionnaire is an abbreviated form of the complete survey with the primary intention of

determining: f the school is currently using block scheduling and if so, what type ofblock

scheduling it uses and how long it has been utilized The postcard also enabled the

researchers to obtain a more accurate school address and a specific contact person.
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Another valuable suggestion, made by Dr. Sooy, was to use a high school address

to receive the returned surveys, since he felt there would be a greater number of responses

from one high school to another. Mr Steven Merkel, the principal of Woodstown High

School, was then approached regarding the possibility of having the returned surveys

mailed there He graciously agreed and assigned a corresponding mailbox in the high

school office for that purpose.

The final draft of the postcard and cover letter were then submitted for approval to

Dr. Sooy. After his consent the mailing process began. Large envelopes were stuffed

wih the cover letter and a self-addressed stamped postcard survey The prepared labels

were affixed, the return address was stamped on each envelope, and they were mailed

While anxiously awaiting responses, the time was used to revamp the second

survey which provides the main source of data for the study Upon completion, the survey

was returned for a second jury trial, which consisted of different members than the

previous trial. Other than a few formatting changes, the content was unanimously

approved. The complete survey included general questions regarding: school population,

percentage of college bound students, higher level math courses offered, and sequence of

math courses taught leading to AP Calculus. The remaining part of the survey requested

specific data comparing standardized test results and enrollments in higher level

mathematics classes before and after the inception of block scheduling. Another cover

letter to accompany this survey was written and also approved An opportunity was also

given to attach any additional information or comments deemed appropriate See

appendices D and E.

In addition to the jury trials it was also necessary for the survey to have two field

tests. The researchers decided to have one completed by a school district currently using

intensive block scheduling for a few years, and the other by a school district seriously
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considering changing to block scheduling in the near future. By field testing an

experienced school the researchers anticipated discovering if such information is readily

available. By field testing.a school investigating block scheduling the reseatchers hoped

to ask questions of nterest to their expected audience. Both field test came back with

positive comments. See appendices F and G.

By this time, over a hundred postcards had been returned nearly severnty of which

indicated that they used intensive block scheduling in their school After setting up an

amended data base, using proper contact names and positions, another mailing took place

This included the cover letter, the two page survey, and a self-addressed stamped

envelope. For recording purposes another mailing label was placed on the survey. These

were then mailed to the schools returning the postcards indicating the use of intensive

block scheduling, At the end of a six week period approximately 40% of the surveys had

been retured. The information received provided a sufficient amount of data required to

be analyzed.
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CHAPTER 4

Analysis of the Data

lntrodlctioi

The data obtained by a survey sent to high schools using block scheduling

throughout the United States and Canada is described in this chapter The intent of the

survey was to determine the efficacy of intensive block scheduling. The research is

divided into two sections: mathematics achievement and higher level mathematics course

selection.

The researchers entered the data received from the returned surveys into a

computer based statistics program, Exploratory data analysis was done. Meta-analysis

techniques, which involves using summary data as data points, were applied. Paired t-

tests were administered to determine significance The summaries are reported in

narrative and table form,



Rleaults of Survey

Table 1 shows a comparison of student enrollment in advanced placement calculus

before and after intensive block scheduling was incorporated. There were fourteen

schools in the study. The mean number of students enrolled before intensive block

scheduling was 5.43. The mean number of students after intensive block scheduling was

incorporated was 13.36. This resulted in a gain score of 7.93. A dependent t-test was

administered and a t-score of 4.62 was obtained, This was significant at the 005 level.

Table 1

A Comparison of Student Enrollment in Advanced Placement Calculus
before and after Intensive Block Scheduling is Incorporated

(n 14 schools)

t Mean Number S.D.
of Students

Before 5 43 6.31

After 13.36 9.20

Gain Score 4.62* 7.93

Significant at the .005 level.
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Table 2 shows a comparison of student enrollment in higher level mathematics

coorses before and after intensive block scheduling is incorporated There were sixteen

schools in the study The mean number of students enrolled before intensive block

scheduling was 16.50. The mean number of students after intensive block scheduling was

incorporated was 28.50. This resulted in a gain score of 12.00. A dependent t-test was

administered and a t-score of 4.18 was obtained. This was significant at the .005 level.

Table 2

A Comparison of Student Enrollment in Higher Level Mathematics Courses
before and after Intensive Block Scheduling is Incorporated

(n- 16 schools)

t Mean Number S.D,
of Students

Before 16.50 13.66

After 2850 19.18

Gain Score 4.18' 12.00

* Significant at the 005 level.
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Table 3 shows a comparison of student's advanced placement calculus test scores

before and after intensive block scheduling was incorporated. There were seven schools

in the study. The mean student's score before intensive block scheduling was 1.71. The

mean student's score after intensive block scheduling was incorporated was 2.71. This

resulted in a gain score of 1.00. A dependent t-test was administered and a t-score of

1.45 was obtained This was aot significant at the .05 level.

Table 3

A Comparison of Student's Advanced Placement Calculus Test Scores
before and after Intensive Block Scheduling is Incorporated

(n - 7 schools)

t Mean Student's S.D.
Score

Before 1.71 1.70

After 2.71 1.11

Gain Score 1,45** 1.00

** Not significant at the 05 level.
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Table 4 shows a comparison of student's SAT mathematics scores before and after

intensive block scheduling was incorporated. There were ten schools i' the study. The

mean student's score before intensive block scheduling was 46S.30. The mean student's

score after intensive block scheduling was incorporated was 483.60. This resulted in a

gain score of 15.30. A dependent t-test was administered and a t-score of 0.89 was

obtained. This was not significant at the .05 level.

Table 4

A Comparison of Student's SAT Mathematics Scores
before and after Intensive Block Scheduling is Incorporated

(n = 10 schools)

t Mean Student's S.D.
Scores

Before 468.30 37.33

After 483.60 44.74

Gain Score 0 89"* 15.30

** Not significant at the .05 level
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Table 5 shows a comparison of student's ACT mathematics scores before and after

intensive block scheduling was incorporated. There were six schools in the study. The

mean student's score before intensive block scheduling was 16.43. The mean student's

score after intensive block schedulig was incorporated was 17 30 This resulted in a gain

score of 0 87 A dependent t-test was administered and a t-scc're of 2.21 was obtained.

This was significant at the .05 level.

Table 5

A Comparison of Student's ACT Mathematics Scores
before and after Intensive Block Scheduling is Ijcotporated

(n - 6 schools)

t Mean Student's S.D.
Scores

Before 16.43 7.40

After 17 30 7 69

Gain Score 2.21* 0.87

' Significant at the .05 level.
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As is evident in Tables 1 and 2, there is a sigmficant increase in the number of

higher level mathematics courses, including Advanced Placement Calculus, taken and the

implementation of intensive block scheduling. Tables 3 and 4 indicate that there is no

significant relationship between SAT /Advanced Placement scores and the utilization of

intensive block scheduling In Table 5, however, intensive block scheduling appears to

have a uunor positive effect on ACT scores.
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CHAPTER 5

Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

Introduction

The focus of this study is the comparison of intensive block scheduling to the

traditional scheduling used in the high school setting. Specifically, the researchers were

interested in determining if there is a significant difference in the levels of mathematics

achievement and in the patterns of higher level mathematics course selection when

intensive block schedultg is used. The results of the surveys were tabulated and the data

was analyzed using mera-analysis techuiques. The findings were evaluated and

conclusions were drawn

Summary of Findings

The first hypothesis stated that there is no significant difference in the levels of

mathemafics achievement when intensive block scheduling is used. Scores gathered on the

SAT's, ACT's, and the Advanced Placement Calculus tests, before and after block

scheduling was implemented, were compared. Since these three tests are widely used

throughout the country, the researchers agreed that using these tests were a reliable way

to measure student's mathematics achievement

From the surveys returned, ten schools provided data regarding comparisons of

their student's SAT mathematics scores before and after intensive block scheduling was

incorporated. A t-score 0 89 was obtained after a dependent t-test was administered.

This was not significant at the .05 level.



From the surveys returned, six schools provided data regarding comparisons of

their studentts ACT mathematics scores before and after intensive block scheduling was

implemented A t-score 2.21 was obtained after a dependent t-test was administered.

This was significant at the .05 level.

From the surveys returned, seven schools provided data regarding comparisons of

their student's AP Calculus test scores before and after intensive block scheduling was

implemented. A t-score 1 45 was obtained after a dependent t-test was administered

This was not significant at the .05 level

The second hypothesis stated that there is no significant difference in the patterns

of higher level mathematics course selection with intensive block scheduling. To measure

this the researchers requested information pertaining to the number of students registered

in AP Calculus as well as other higher level mathematics courses prior to and following

intensive block scheduling. This information was readily available and easy to ascertain.

From the surveys returned, fourteen schools provided data regarding comparisons

of their student's enrollment in advanced placement calculus classes before and after

intensive block scheduling was implemented A t-score 4.62 was obtained after a

dependent t-test was administered. This was significant at the .o05 level.

From the surveys returned, sixteen schools provided data regarding comparisons

of their student's enrollment in higher level mathematics courses before and after intensive

block scheduling wBas implemented. A t-score 418 was obtained after a dependent t-test

was administered. This was sigrnficant at the .005 level.

Concllusions

Since the advent of intensive block scheduling, it is apparent that students are

taking advantage of the opportunities available to them in selecting more higher level
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mathematics classes. Inasmuch as the statistical analysis indicates, there are significant

relationships between the inception of block scheduling and increased student enrollments

in mathematics. Not only the increase in enrollment in advanced placement calculus but m

all other higher level mathematics courses as well, there is a .005 level of significance,

which is extremely high. Even though students have the opportunity to take extra courses

when block scheduling is implemented, it is exciting that they have opted for additional

mathematics classes instead of other disciplines.

The findings indicated that there was no significant difference in achievement on

the SAT and AP Calculus tests, and only a 05 level of signifcance for the ACT test after

block scheduling was introduced. Unfortunately there were only six schools that supplied

data for the ACT. Considering the totality of all three outcomes, there possibly was only a

meager increase in scores at best

Dealing with the mathematics achievement aspect, two schools of thought could

be considered from the results. One school of thought is the fact that even though there

was no significant increase in achievement there also was no decrease This has a positive

connotation since one of the major criticisms involving block scheduling is the adverse

affect on mathematics achievement. Therefore since our statistics show no negative

change in mathematics achievement, the other benefits to a high school using block

scheduling could be realized. The other school of thought would be that even though

there are more students taking higher level mathematics courses, there is no increase in

achievement. One would expect that with the additional knowledge acquired, the

standardized test scores would increase. Since this did not occur one would wonder what

benefit the additional courses produced

Historically, mail-in surveys have a low rate of return, so the 40 percent, although

disappointing, is not out of the ordinary. A more careful follow-up may have increased
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this percentage and provided a larger sample to explore. The fact that people are not as

likely to respond if the results are negative, may also have influenced the percentage of

returned surveys

Recommendatiqon

In future studies the following areas of comparison might be explored: the

relationship between the size of the school population and the efficiency of scheduling

students using this new phenomenon, and the relationship between the percentage of

college bound students from a particular school and the success of block scheduling. The

researchers question if there might be a difference in the results from the schools that have

been using block scheduling for a while, compared with those who have recently

implemented it. Another possible dilemma to be investigated is the continuity of course

content before and after block scheduling is initiated, since some question whether

teachers can cover as much material in the block time The researchers final suggestion is

for the examination of the students' retention of course material, especially since there is a

possibility of a longer period of time elapsing between consecutive mathematics courses.
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APPENDIX A

SCHOOLS USING BLOCK SCHEDULING

MAILING LIST
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SMITHEAST GULLFORD HS
GREENVILLE. NC

ST. ANNE'S-BELFTELD SCHOOL
CHARLOTESVILLE. VA 22903

VASHON ISLAND HS
2201 VASIION HWY SW

VASHON, WA 9F070

WEST LINCOLN COUNT HS
ROUTE ONE

LINCOLNTON. NC 28092

WILIUAMSBURG HS
1000 MAIN STREET

WlLLrI4SBUR-G. KY 4769

GATEWAY REGIONAL HS
EGO HA}OR ROAD

WOODBURY HEIGHTS, NJ OS97

CATONSVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
421 BLOOMSBURY AVE

CATONSVILLE, MD '?123

SURRATTSVILLE HS
6106 GARDEN DRIVE
CLINTON MD 10735

ENTRAL BlUCKs EAST HIGH SCHOOL
IOLICONG AND ADERSON ROADS

BUCIKTGNAM, PA S91I2

SOUTHERN LINCOLN COUN Y HS
LINCOLNTON, NC 2S092

ASHEBORO HIGH SCHOOL
1'1 SOUTH PAR. STREET

ASHEBORO, NC 27'03

THOMASVILLE HS
410 UNIY STREET

THOMASVILLE. NC 273B0

WADENA HS
BOX 151

WADENA, MN 56142

WESTERN HIGH SCHOOL
2501 ROCKFORD LANE
LOUISVILLE. KY 40216

LPPER MORELAND H5
TERWOOD ROAD

WILLOW GROVE, PA 1o90O

HATBOROX-:ORSHAM HIGH SCHOOL
S99 HORSHAMI ROAD
HORSHAM PA 19044

CHESAPEAKE HIGH SCHOOL
1S01 TURKEY POINT ROAD

BALTTIMRE COUK'Y. MD 21221-179P

CACHE lAPOUDRE IIOR HS
U.S. HIGHWAY 217 NORTH

LAPORTE. Co S0535

CENTRAL BUCKS WEST HIGH SCHOOL
COURT AND LAFAYETTE
DOYtEStowN. PA 18901

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN HS
ROCHESTER NY 34600

SOUTHERN NASH COUNTY HS
ROUTE ONE

BAILEY. NC 27S07

THOMTON HS
9351 N WASHINGTON STREET

THOMTON. CO 0229

WEST CARTERET HS
MOREHEAD CITY, NC 25557

WIIAM BA. TAVIS HS
1211 E. OTTORF STREET

AUSTIN. TX 7870

HAVERFORD HIGH SCHOOL
200 MILL ROAD

HAVERTOWN. PA 1903

ATIOLTON HIGH SCHOOL
6520 FREETOWN ROAD
COLUMBIA. MD 21044

PERRY HALL HS
4601 EBENEEZER ROAD
RALTJMORE, MD 21236

DOLORES HIGH SCHOOL
DOLORES, CO gl,13

SOUTHEAST LINCOLN COUNTY HS
GREENVILLE. NC 27834

BURKBURNETT HIGH SCHOOL
BURKBL RNETT. TX 76354



CLARKE COLNTY HIGH SCHOOL
RERRYV1LLE. VA 22611

SOCASTEE HIGH SCHOOL
MYRTLE BEACH. SC 2957

KINGS HIGH SCHOOL
Iftl FEMONTAVENUE N

SEATTLE, WA 98133

LLEERTy HIGH SCHOOL
COLORADO SPRINGS. CO SW00

MONTE VISTA HIGH SCHOOL
349 PROSPECT

MONTE VISTA. CO 81401

NORTH MYRTLE BEACH HS
NORTH MYRTLE BEACH, SC

SAN MARCOS HIGH- SCHOOL
4750 HOLLISTER AVENUE

SANTA BARRAA. CA 93110

ABRAHAM INCOLN HIGH SCHOOL
12i SOUTH HFEDERAL BLVD

DENVER, CO 80219

ATLANTIC HIGH SCHOOL
DA'TOINA BEACH, FL 3200

BLAINE HIGH SCHOOL
12555 UNTIVERST'y AVElN'E NE

MINNEAPKS. MN 55434

PERSON COUNTY HICH SCHOOL
ROXBORO. NC 27573

UNTVERSfTY OF VRGINIA
CLAKLOTTESVJLLE, VA 29i01

KINGS WEST HIGH SCHOOL
BREMERTON, W4 gS3i

LINCOLN COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
LJNCOLNTON, NC ,Sg92

MONTEZUMA CORTEZ HIGH SCHOOL
MONTEZUMA. CO 80464

OMAK HIGH SCHOOL
PO BOX R33

OMAK. WA 9841

SENECA HIGH SCHOOL
PO BOX 12 307 E SCOTT

SENECA, IL 61360

ALI ACADEMY HIGH SCHOOL
COLORADO SP.RINS. CO 8W06

BELL COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
I ROUT ONE

PINEVILLE. KY 4W77

BURLINGTON HIGH SCHOOL
POROX 396 PLATO ROAD
BURLINGTON. I. 60109

REGION T' EDUCATION SERV. CTR
HOUSTON. TX 77000

KESVILLEG HIGH SCHOOL
574 K.EMPSVILLE ROAD

VIRGINIA REACH. VA 23462

LA-REL VALLEY JSHS
RD1

NEWFLOR.ENCE.PA 15944

LOVELAND HIGH SCHOOL
20 WESTi4 S

LOVEL.AD. CO So053

MOUNTAIN VIEW IG.H SCHOOL
2755 NI 27TH STREET

BEND. OR 97701

SAN B£NTO HIGH SCHOOL
1220 MONYEREY STREET

HOLLLSTER, CA 95f23

SIERRA HIGH SCHOOL
2250 JET WING DRIVE

COLORADO SPRINGS. CO t0916

A1AMOSA HIGH SCHOOL
401 VlTORfIAB VD
ALAMOSA.CO 101

BEMlDI HIGH SCHOOL
20 15TH STREET

BEMIJDI. MN 56601

CARVER HIGH SCHOOL
$54 CARVER SCHOOL ROAD
WINSTON SALEM. NC 27105



CENTRAL DAVIDSON COTNTY HS
ROUTE SD(

LEXINGTON, NC 27292

COAL CITY HIGH SCIOOL
55 6STS DIViSION

COAL CTY, IL 60416

FORT COLLINS HIGH SCHOOL
400 REDtNOTONI

FORT COLLINS. CO S0524

GRANADA HIGH SCHOOL
4W WALLSTR.ET

LIVENMORE CA 94550

MB.. ASCHENDRENNER
LONGMONT HIGH SCHOOL

1040 SUNSET
LONGMONT, CO 30501

CHUCK BOWMAN
MATH CHAIRMAN

BRIAN SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
4700 GILES ROAD
OMAHA, NB 6 157

SLOAN BURNS
MATH ICAIR

JAMES RIVER HIGH SCHOOL
370O JAMES RIER ROAD
MIDLOTHIAN, VA 23113

CARDINAL DOUGiERrY
CATHOLIC HS

64 AVENUE k 2ND STR EET PIKE
PH.LADELPHIA, PA 19120

JACK CU RAN
MANCOS JR9SR. HIGH SCHOOL

355 GRAND AVENUE
MANCOS. CO 8132S

ANNE DEAI
MATH CHAIR

MADISON COUTNY HIGH SCHOOL
ROUTE 29 SOUTH

MADISON,VA 22727

CHAMPLIN PARK HIGH SCHOOL
CHAMPLNT PARI. MN 55316

COOKf COIUNY HIGH SCHOOL
GRAND MARAI3, MN 5Si64

FOUNMAIN FORT CARSON HS
515 NORTH SANTE FE

FORT CARSON, CO 80817

GREEN RIVER HIGH SCHOOL
GREEN RIVER, Y 82P35

DAVID BERKOWITZ
MATH CHAIR LAN

BORDENTOWN REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
1429 KIMBERLY DRIVE
LAKEWVWOD. Nj 701

TIjuY ERYANT
WASSON HIGH SCHOOL

2115 AFTON WAY
COLORADO SPKINGS. CO S090

IMOGENE CABELL
MATH CHAIR

AMHERST COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
P.O. BOX410

AMHIERST. VA 24521

PALINE CLINE
PRINCIPAL

MOUNTLAKE TERRACE HS
21801 44TH AVENUE WEST

MOLThTLAKE TERRACE, WA 98043

TERRILEE DAY
CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

P.O. BO 730
CENTER. CO 125I

ROD DEJARNETT
MATH SUPERVISOR

DENNIS YARMOUTH HIGH SCHOOL
296 STATION AVENUE

SOUTH YARMOUTH, MA 02664

CHELSEA HIGH SCHOOL
CHELSEA. MA 02150

EASTERN WAYNE COUNTY HE
RRTEN

GOLDSBORO,NC 27534

GLENN HIGH SCHOOL
WINSTON-SALEM NC 27100

MATH CHAIR
INDEPENDENCE HIGH SCHOOL

5175 REFUGEE
COLUMBUS, OH 43132

MARTY BOWEN
MATH CHAIR

DOUGLAS COL NTY WHIG SCHOOL
CASTLEROCK, CO BD104

JOHN BURNHAM
MONTE ViSTA 1

1444H1UYLEY STREET
MONTE VISTA CO 81144

ROBERT CANELLI
FACULTY LEADER

HIGI SCHOOL IN THE COMMUNITY
45 NASH STREET

NEW HAVEN. CN 06511

DAVI CONLEY
lNIVERSITY OF OREGON
EUGENE, OR 97400

CERI DEAN
EISENHOWER HIGH PLAINS

CONSORTIUM FOR MATH & SCIENCE
2550 S PARKER RD sLE. Sw

AURORA, CO 50014

KAREN DIXON
ROCKY MOUNTAIN HIGH SCHOOLS

1300 WEST WALLOW ROAD
FORT COLLINS, CO 80526



.JM EGOLESION
ROBESON HIGH SCHOOL

6G35 SOUTH RIORMA.L BLVD.
CHICAGO. IL 60621

BILL ESTERBRooK
ASST. PRINCIPAL

PAOOSA SPRINoS HS
PO BOX 1493.344 PAGOSA ST
PAGOSA SPRINGS, CO S1147

SHIRLEY GLFETLER
MOUNT EVERETT REG. SCHOOL

RERKSHIRE SCHOOL ROAD
SHEFIELD, MA 01257

GOV. THOMAS JOHNSON
HIGH SCHOOL

1501 NORTH MARXEy STREET
FREDERICK. MD 21702

BRIAN HANSON
MATH CHAIR

MANCOS HIGH SCHOOL
BOX 420

MANCOS. CO 31328

NANCY HICKS
MATH CHAI

BRLNSWICK aIIGH SCHOOL
2171 LAWRENCEVILLE PLANK ROAD

LAWRENCVI LLE. VA 23868

GEORGE HOUSTON
WASSON HIGH SCHOOL

2115 AFTi r WAY
COLORADO SPRNGS. CO 80909

MARVIN JOHNSON
MATh CHAIRMIN

ROBESON HIGH SCHOOL
6835 S.NORMAL

CHICAGQ IL 60621

CHERYL KAYES
MATH CHAIR

RICHMOND COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL
58O PATTERSON AVENUE

RICHMOND, VA 23I2

MS LAW
MATH CHAIR

MAGNA VISTA HIGH SCHOOL
PO BOX 1170

RIDGEWAY. VA 2414S

MARTETT EGGLESTON
MATH CHAIR

MONACAN HIGH SCHOOL
11501 SMOKETREE DRIVE

RICHMOND, VA 23236

PHIL FAtURER
MATH CHAIR

CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL
1147 SUSAN AVENUE

WOODSTOCK VA 22664

YVOEE GLOVER
MATH CHAIR

THOMAS A EDISON HIGH SCHOOL
1S01 FRANCONIA ROAD
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22110

ANTHONY OREEN
MATH CHAIR

LAFAYETTE HIGH SCHOOL
4460 LONOHILL ROAD

WILLMSBURG, VA 231SS

HAVEN HENDERSON
GRADE PRINCIPAL

CENTRAL PARK EAST HS
NEWYORK, NY 10000

CAROLYN HITT
MATH CHAIR

MANSFIELD HIGH SCHOOL
1520 N. WALNUT CREEK
MANSFIELD. TX 76063

LANCE HUFFMAN
COUNSELOR

MANITOU SPRINGS RS
MANITOU SPRINoS. CO E0O29

ANDREW TONES
MATH DEPAITMENT

WINDSOR HIGH SCHOOL
26 CHURCH STREET
WINDSOR. VA 234S7

DONNA KILLMAN
MATH CHAIR

ARCADIA HIGH SCHOOL
P.O. BOX 69

OAK HALL,VA 23416

IRENE LOBER
STATE LNIVERSTIY OF NY

NEW PALTZ, NY 12561

ELEANOR ROOSEVELT
HIGH SCHOOL

GREENBELT. MD 20770

PAT GABRAIL
MATH CHAIR

IEFFERSON SCUTECH HIGH SCHOOL
6560 BRADDOCK ROAD

ALEXAXNRIA. VA 223 i2

G. DONALD GOERLITZ
PRINCIPAL

MT. VERNON HIGH SCHOOL
MOUNT VERNON, IN 47620

JANIECE GWYNN
MATH CHAIRPERSON
CANBY HIGH SCHOOL

721 S.W. FOURTH
CANBY. OR 97013

LINDA H1CLEY
MATH CHAIR

STIARTS DRAFT HIOG SCHOOL
ROUTE 4 BOX 108

STUARTS DRAFT, VA 24477

MR HORTON
COUNSELOR

LAIUTA HIGH SCHOOL
P.O. BOX 931

LArUNTA.CO 81050

REID HUGHES
MATH CHAIRMAN

DAN RIVER HIGH SCHOOL
ROUTE 3 BOX 947

RINGGOLD, VA 24586

NANCY KALDOR
PRINCIPAL

MAYO HIGH SCHOOL
1420 11TH AVENUE SOUTHEAST

ROCHESTER. MN 53904

BETSY KLEIN
MATH CHAIR

LIBERTY HIGH SCHOOL
100 LIBERTY MINLTEMEN DRiVE

BEDFORD, VA 2423

KEN LYTWYNTUK
HARRISON HIGH SCHOOL

2755 JANTTELL ROAD
COLORADO SPRINGS.CO S0906



BILLMACE
MATH CHAIR

RANCOCAS VALLEY REGC. H S
JACKSONVILLE ROAD

MOUNT HOLLY. NJ 08060

MARY MARSHALL
MATH CHAIR

APPOMATTOX HIOG SlCHOOL
ROUTE 5 Box 630

APPOMATTOX, VA 24522

RON MINTY
CANON CITY HS

1313 COLLEGE AVENVE
CANON CITY, CO 1212

DEAl NAFFZGER
PRINCIPAL

ROCHESTER IOR SCHOOL
19800 CARPER ROAD

ROCHESTER WA 99579

SIDNEY PARKER
MATH CHAIR

NORTHWOOD HiGH SCHOOL
P.O. BOX DRAWER Y
SALTVILLE. VA 24370

TONYA PORTER
PRlNCIPAL

CALDONIA HIGH SCHOOL
CALEDONIA, MI 4931g

VIRGIL RICE
PRINCIPAL

WNFJELD HIGH SCHOOL
3D" WWNFIELD ROAD
WINIELD. WV 25213

JEREMY SHISLEY
REX PLTMAN HIGH SCHOOL

4950 S.E. ROETHE ROAD
MILWAUK1H. OR 97267

JACEIE SIMMONS
ROBESON HIGI SCHOOL
6835 S. NORAL. AVENUE

CHICAGO. IL 60621

WAYNE SMiH
BAYFIELD HIGH SCHOOL

PO BOX 25
BAYFIELD, CO 81122

CINDY MARK OWSKI
MATH CHAIR

CARSON HIGH SCHOOL
515 NORTH SANYA FE
FOUNTAIN. CO SS17

ADINA MCINTTRF
MATH CHAIR

STONEWALL JACKSON HIGH SCHOOL
150 STONEWALL LANE

QUICKSSURG.VA 22¢47

WENDY MOORE
ASSISTANT PKRICIPAL
SUMMIT HIGH SCHOOL

BOX 1468
FRISCO, CO 0443

KAREN OXENDINE
PARKLAND HIGH SCHOOL

1 60 DREWER ROAD
WTNSTON.SALEM. NC 27127

R. SCOTT PEFE.R
ATHOLTON HS

COLUMLA. MD 21043

SARAH QUESENBERRY
MATH CHAIR

FLOYD COUlNTY HIGH SCHOOL
869 BAKER STREET

FLOYD. VA 24091

LINDA ROUSE
MATH CHAIR

NANDUA HIGH SCHOOL
PO BOX 489

ONLEY.VA 23418

CARLENE SHORES
MATH CHAIR

TANGIER COMBINED HIGH SCHOOL
P.O. BOX 245

TANGIER, VA 23440

TERRY SLOAN
MATH CHAIR

MANITOU SPRINGS HIGH SCHOOL
401 ELMONTE PLACE

MANITOU SPRINGS, CO 80529

PETER SMITH
MATH CHAIRMAN

OMAHA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
3215 CUMING STREET

OMAHA. NB 6S131

DEBBIE MARKS
MATH CHAIR

PLATTE CANYON HIGH SCHOOL
P.O. BOX 295

BAILEY. CO 9S4Al

ROBERT MEKA
MATH CHLAIRMAN

KINO GEORGE HIGH SCHOOL
8246 BAHEGREN ROAD

KING GEORGE, VA "485

GARY MURPHY
HIGHLAND RANCH HS

9375 SOUTI CRESTIULL LANE
HIGHLANDS RANCH, CO S0134

CATHERINE PARKER
DIRECTOR OF CURRIC.LUM AND INST

BLOOMINGTON SCHOOLS
300 EAST MONROE

BLOOMINqTON. IL 61702-0249

CHUCK P1PPS
CORONADO HIGH SCHOOL

1590 WESTFTLLMORE
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO D904

JAY RAMSEY
MATH CHAIR

STRASBURO HIGH SCHOOL
RAM DRNVE

STRASRURGO VA 2t-67

KATHY SCOTT
MATWCHAIR

POTOMAC HIGH SCHOOL
167o6 EIE DAVIS HIGHWAY

)DUtFAIES. VA 22026

THOMAS SHORTT
PRINCIPAL

ATLEE HIGH SCHOOL
MEGlANCCSJ LLE. VA 23111

STEVE SMITH
PRINCIPAL

MACONOOMET REGIONAL HS
20 ENDICOTTROAD

RFD TOPSFIELD, MA 01983

TERRY STATTON
CODY HIGH SCHOOL
Ta?5 TENTH STREET

CODY. WY E2414



RTLL STONIS
PRINCIPAL

BURLrNGTON TWP HS
SOUNTON AVENUE

BURLINGTON.NJ OSO6

YVONNE TAYER
GLOUCESTER COONTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

GLOUCESTER VA Ž9061

SUSAN WEAVER
MATH CHAIR

SIflTHIELD HIGH SCHOOL
14171 TURNER DRIVE

SMfTHlIELD.VA 23430

RONALD WUJJAMSON
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR-JNSTRUCTION

ANN ARBOR PURLIC SCHOOLS
SALINE. Ml

GENE STREAGLE
PRINCIPAL

HOWARD HIOH SCHOOL
ELLICOIT CY, MID 21043

KATHY ALSH
MATH SUPERVISOR

REX PITNhAM MOIG SCHOOL
4950 S.E. ROETEE ROAD
MILWAUKEE, OR 97267

WALTER WEISS
MATH/COMPUTER SCIENCE

CLEAR CREEK HS
103 CHICAGO CREEK

IDAHO SPRINGS, CO S0451

WAYNE WOOTEN
MATH CHAIR

PUIA$KI COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
5414 COUGAR TRAIL

DUBlN.VA 24084

MIKE STURGILL
MATH CHAIR

CHILHOWIE HICl SCHOOL
DRAWER Z

CHILHOWIE VA 14319

CHYSTA WALTERS
MATH CHAIR

ORANGE COLWNTY HIGH SCHOOL
201 SELMA ROAD

ORANGE VA 2960

WIL.1AMSBURG-JAMES
COUhTY SCHOOLS

P.O- OX 37S3
WILLIAMSLURG. VA 231S7

BONNIE WORD
MATH SUPERVISOR

FREDERICK COUNTY SCHOOLS
554 10LLUE DRIVE
FREDERICK. MD

KTITY WYNN-GAVEL
MATH CHAIR

HIGHLANDS RANCH HIGH SCHOOL
937 $S CRESTITHIL LANE

-il--LANDS RANCH, CO SOIM
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Scl] _lu
School Address
Ci ty _Slae Zp_
P[holne #:_ E-Mail

I. Does your selluui culentliy use block scheduling? Y N

2. If yes, what kild iof block schedLaling do you use?(Plcasc Circle)
[ntenslve Modified Alternate

3. When did you impleieilnt block scltedulijig? /_

4. If no longer using block schedillilg, why did you abandon it?

5. Generally math classes eniet weeks for _ ninules a
day. If some matll classes vary lrulm the above, please descrie.

Name Pusitioln
SchtnI
School Address __

City Sla Ce ZIP_
Plhne #: E-Mail

L Dyoes yotir school cuorntly use block sch-eduling? Y N

2. If yes, what kind of bluck scheduling do you use? (Please Circle)
Intensive Modified Al ternale

3. When did you implelmenl block scheduling? / /

4. If no longer using block scheduling, why did you abandon il?

Scliul___
Schoul Addrcss
C ly _ Slale _Z I1'
I'Pone #: __ E-MEil

1 DILes your s lool ci- renLly use bluck slcheduli ig? Y N

2 11 yes, whaL kilnd or block sclcduIl ng dai yotL utsc?l( Pese Circle)
ilcnsivc Modified Alle: iatc

3. Whlic did you inpliclleenl black schedllilig? / ___

4. 1 1o loiilcr usilg block scheduling, why did you la ndon it?

5. GCcierlclyl nltl classes ime el weeks ior __ niuites a
day. 1I sie nlatli casses vary firtn tle above, please describhc

Na:iic Position___
Sclhool
Schlol Address
City State 7.IP
Phone #: E-Mail__

I. ID..es yinl school currently use. block scheduling? Y N

2. I yes, wlal kind of bi luck schedu lig do you use?(Plcase Circle)
Intelisive Modified Alternale

3. Whecn did you implement block schedling? _ / /_

4. If no loinger using block scheduling, why did you abandon il?

5. Cc[]cral y malt classes imeet weeks loi nlinul cs a
dEay. I sonime iial]i classes vary fron Ithe alove, please describe.

5. Cencraliy Imatl classes nleet _ weeks fur _ _ inillutes a
day. I[ some malh classes vary frolil the above, please dcscribe.



Mrp. ; l Icn [lunE[ I
idc WmidsLo[w liiih S.Cnhl

14-9 aiSHl AvenLI
W imldiSi Nll, TJ OSMLM

Mrs Tci reop DLIiLSe
'io WCidslown IligL Sch ioi
140 ErAsLArivuc
Wooijslolli, NJ JffjIR

Mrs. Eileen DuBois
c/o Woodstown ligh School
140 East Avenue
Woodstown,

Mrs. Eileen DuBois
c/o Woodstown Iigh School
140 East Avenue
Woodstown, NJ 08098

NJ 08098

MrI. Eilcn Dl>tilis
Co WlYudhlo'i liighi Sihool
140 EluI1 AVr itL e
W lndsllnow, NJ UCiJBA

Mcz. Elet ni DuIiCis
co Woodsrtown Hih IShb ro
140 risl AI enilr
WnVdsIcwn.NT 03SM

Mrs. Eileen DuBois
c/o Woodstown High School
140 East Avenue
Woodstown, NJ 08098

Mrs. Eileen DuBois
c/o Woodstown High School
140 East Avenue
Wnodstown, NJ 08098
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WOODSTOWN HIGH SCHOOL
141) EAST AVENUE

WOODSTOW¥N, NEW JERSEY 08098-1392
(609) 769-0144

JOHN B. FARGNOLI STEVEN P. MERKEL PETER G. NESTOR
AssistSrt Principal Prncidal Assistant Prindnal

November 1995

Dear Fellow Educator,

We are conducting a research study concerning the use of block
scheduling in public high schools across the country and its effects on
mathematics achievement and course selection. If you are the individual most
likely to have this type of information about your school, please fill out and
return the enclosed postcard. Otherwise, please pass this on to the
appropriate person.

On the postcard, please indicate the type of block scheduling used in
your school:

INTENSIVF/SkEMSTFR BLOCK SCHED1 DUL fIG schedules consist
of four ninety minutes periods each day. The classes meet daily for a
semester. Intensive Block Schedules allow the student to earn the
equivalent of one year's credit in one semester.

MODIFIED BLOCK SCHEDI FNG: schedules are built using a
combination of other types of block scheduling and/or traditional
scheduling in a fixed or flexible pattern throughout the school year.

ALTERNATE RB OCK SCHEDTINJNG: schedules consist of four
approximately ninety minute blocks on each of two days. The two
days alternate continuously throughout the school year providing for an
equal number of class periods for each course.

Thank you very much for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Eileen DuBois A. Elena Bogardus Jant Cadwell
Woodstown High School Camden County College Rowan College
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Math and Intensive
Block Scheduling

Please fill in the blanks.

1. Approximate Number of Students in School

2. Estimated Percent of College bound students

3. Math courses offered beyond Algebra II

4. Sequence of math COUrses leading to AP Calculus (if offered):

5. Please estimate the following for before (the last year of a
traditional schedule) and after (the most recent year in
which block scheduling was used in your school).

C. With the additional availability to take elective courses
using block scheduling, does it appear as if the Students
are electing to take additional math courses?
(Please circle)

YES NO

****Please complete other side****

BEFORE 
AFTER~~~_

Date of Data

A. Approximate
percent of students
in grades 11 and 12
taking courses
beyond Algebra II

B. Number of
students taking
Advanced Placement
Calculus

· ___

Date of Data

J _

-

_

-

BEFORE AFTER



6. If there are any factors other than block scheduling that
might have affected enrollments, please describe them.

7. Please provide the following data for before (the last year
of a traditional schedule) and after (the most recent year
in which block scheduling was used in your school).

C. If there are any other factors other than block scheduling
which may have affected math achievement, please describe.

8. Please provide as much additional information On math
achievement as you Can. This might include, for example,
Advanced Placement BC scores, SAT Math Achievement Tests,
PSAT, state tests, ACT, standardized achievement tests, or
common finals. If data are available but have not been
summarized, please attach the raw data with identifying
information removed.

DATA SOURCE BEFORE AFTER

9. Please feel free to attach any additional information or
comments.

10. If you would like to have a copy of the survey results,
please check this space.

Thanks for your help!

Date of Data

A. Mean SAT Math
Score

B. Mean Advanced
Placement
Calculus (AB)
Score

Date of Data

BEFORE AFTER
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WOODSTOWN HIGH SCHOOL
140 EAST AVENUE

WOODSTOWN, NEW JERSEY S8098-1392
(609) 769-0144

JOHN B. FARGNOLI
Assistant Principal

STEVEN P. MERKEL
Principal

PETER G. NESTOR
Assistant Frincipal

December 1995

Dear Fellow Educator,

Thank you for returning our postcard so quickly. Since your

school is presently using Intensive Block Scheduling, we would

appreciate your cooperation again by completing our survey.

Enclosed you will find the survey as well as a self-addressed

stamped envelope for your convenience.

Please feel free to attach any additional information that you

feel might be relevant to our study, Any supplementary data will

be beneficial, Once more, thank you for your time and

generosity!

Sincerely,

Eileen DuBois
Woodstown High School

A Elena Bogardus .Janet Caldwell

Camden County College Rowan College
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February 14, 1996

I recently had.the opportunity to review a survey designed by Ms. Eileen

DuBois on the effects of block scheduling on math achievement in high

school. I found this survey to be clearly written and comprehensive in its

scope with the exception of gathering information on how long the block

scheduling had been in practice at the school completing the survey. Ms.

DuBois, however, pointed out that the post card which accompanied the

survey did ask for that information, so it was not necessary to include

that fact on the survey. Therefore, I believe Ms. DuBois' survey to be an

appropriate and effective method of gathering the evidence she needs for

her Master's thesis.

Audrey Lovenberg

Instructional Facilitator

Woodstown High School

Woodstown, N.J. OB098
br, f'
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